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This exhibition, guest curated by artist Katie Pratt,
brings together the works of nine artists using
distinct modes of artistic enquiry to explore the
alchemical shift between intention and outcome.
The techniques employed in Autumn Attic range
from improvisational gestures to algorithmic
strategies, incorporating chance, imagination,
process and error. The attic referred to in the
exhibition title is a metaphor for the part of the
artistic and imaginative psyche where latent ideas
are given space to evolve.
The titles of Suzy Babington's works are taken
from troubleshoot errors, where access codes
have been blocked or forbidden. Babington
reframes the access errors as allegories to reflect
contemporary experience, which are encountered
through allusions to portals and barriers within
her paintings. She describes the allegorical
narratives within her work as accessing "a deep
primordial desire to dream of escape through life
after death, or a more functional human error to
dream, conceive and fail."
Katie Pratt, Webster, 2021,
Error is also a central focus in the work of Adam
oil and gesso on canvas, 75 x 63 cm
Gillam, whose practice eschews the notion of
preconceived plans, instead involving a continual
system of improvised editing. Gillam's paintings relish in showing what he describes as the "mindful fidgeting" of
the decision-making process. They evolve from initial drawings, observations or through disruptions to the surface
such as written phrases, collages or through imprints from other works in progress.

Ian Dawson's sculptural practice centres around ideas of transformation, often involving material experimentation
through digital processes. The works in this exhibition are from the series Meta Lithics, which began as part of a
collaborative project with the archaeologist Dr Paul Reilly through online data sharing during lockdown in 2020.
Using 3D printing technology to adapt data from hundreds of photographs, Dawson recreated Reilly's collection of
recently discovered Mesolithic flint tools. Dawson describes these new objects as an amalgamation of technologies
separated by over six thousand years, citing the colourful stripes as a result of interruptions in the printing process,
which add a new digital stratification to the making of these objects.

Prunella Clough's distinctive work was always responsive to the world around her, often drawing inspiration
from Britain’s industrial and post-industrial wastelands. Her paintings frequently referred to found objects that
would otherwise be overlooked such as electrical wires, gates, fences or stationary vehicles. In the painting
Undone in this exhibition, the rope-like tangle of lines is at once industrial and internal. This image suggests life
unravelling; the cords cut loose, and the four corners left to float into the unknown.
Bernard Cohen's paintings tell stories about identity and experience. Since the 1950s, Cohen has developed a wide
range of inventive techniques and processes of painting, creating labyrinthine compositions of line, shape, pattern
and colour. His paintings use distinctive strategies of layering, superimposing, and condensing multiple images to
establish intricate networks and relationships. Cohen has said: "There is nothing that appears in my paintings that
hasn’t been seen by me or experienced by me. I paint things that I’ve seen, things that are part of the everyday, the
ordinary. Among things that I see are random things: the way things overlap or interfere with each other. The random
has become a very important part of my painting."
Anthony Daley's painting Pragmatist has invited gravity to play an incidental yet pivotal role in its making. Having
developed serially from a previous body of work, the painting uses the primary gravitational device of a single drip
that runs the entire length of the painting, without splitting the picture plane in two. Deeply grounded in abstraction,
Daley describes his process as being about "going all the way." He says, "The attainment is not truth, but a freedom
to mingle with, flit with and to navigate a beauty - truth - love - continuum through a pictorial minefield littered with
potential pitfalls of chaos, collapse, and implosion. This combines with an eternal yearning for that singular defining
magic moment when one brushstroke works to bring the entire picture to a climatic finish; where one gesture, one
mark, in any distant part of the picture can seem to commune with every other part, all at once, as if in the realm of
quantum weirdness."
Jason Gubbiotti's paintings begin with the construction of a unique physical support, of which no two are alike.
These can be flat or bending, often primed as a smooth wood panel, or wrapped in cotton or linen. These wooden
supports set the tone for the paintings, which are characterised by the evidence of improvised decisions, alterations
and repair, which in Gubbiotti's words, causes the work to be "propelled forward from its initial plan to a realm not
preconceived." He says: "My paintings may appear as if they are in transition, incomplete or unfinished. There are
unpainted areas, passages built up more than others, and systems stopping short of a pattern. In these moments
where my process is revealed the viewer is able to access the most formative stages of each painting. Nothing is
eclipsed. Each layer is offered up for the viewer to discover, examine, and consider."
Katie Pratt's abstract oil paintings progress from chaotic beginnings towards systemic order. The grounds of the
works are laid with hasty, exaggerated gestures. Sometimes fluid, and at other times viscous, the paint is brushed
roughly or poured on the canvas. Systems are devised for each artwork in response to the underpainting, imposing
organisation on the otherwise disarranged marks by emphasising patterns and connections within the brushwork
itself. New rules accumulate, setting up contradictions and overlaying structures so that the composition increases
in complexity. The works in this exhibition involve rules determining the order in which lines interplay. Protocol is
established for rights of way; whether lines will pass over or under each other, and any transformation after they
cross paths, drawing connections to the ways in which humans organise, socially and politically. Pratt describes
the rules as reflecting "the dilemmas of societal regulation and how the law is implemented."
Katie Trick's paintings sit between imagination and observation, pairing places with sound and colour. Trick
modulates the speed of her mark-making to affect the perceived sonic texture of her paintings. The paintings in
this exhibition reflect a personal, familial landscape, finding a balance within the elements that is both fleeting and
concrete. Trick says: "At times I feel like I’m playing the role of a storyteller, but the painting dictates which way the
story goes, and I like that, as I want to be surprised by what reveals itself - I want the painting to look back at me and
feel unfamiliar and unexpected, but also familiar and intimate."
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